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I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) techniques for the nondestructive
evaluation (hiDE) of macrostructural defect states of materials is generally
divided into two categories; namely, the pulse- echo and through- transmission
techniques [1]. In the pulse- echo technique, the transmitting and receiving
transducers, which may be combined into a single transducer, are coupled to
the same face of the test structure and the reflected wave field (echo) from
the defect is analyzed in the time domain rl] or in the frequency domain _21.
The echo from a defect is affected by the defect type, shape, size and
orientation, and diffraction of the incident ultrasonic wave. The received
signal gives an accurate measure of the defect size only in a limited number
of cases. Information on the defect has to be obtained through interpretation
of the signals received at a variety of receiving transducer positions [3].
In the through- transmission technique, the transmitting and receiving
transducers are coupled to the opposite faces of the test structure and the
transmitted wave field is analyzed. Although the through- transmission
technique is less subject to errors due to defect orientation and scattering,
it still suffers from deficiencies such as defect transparancy £31.
For the characterization of cracks perpendicular to the faces of a test
structure, special separate transmitting and receiving transducers with an
inclined beam angle may be used and the principles of conventional pulse- echo
or through- transmission techniques may be applied. These techniques are
referred to as tandem or pitch- and- catch technique [I,3,4].
_n another technique for the characterization of such cracks, the time
delays of the diffracted waves from the edges of the crack may be used [5]. If
the crack is opened to the surface (surface- breaking crack) and access to
that surface is available, Rayleigh waves may also be utilized to characterize
the crack [3,6,7].
All the above techniques are limited to the analysis of nonoverlapping
signals.Recently Vary et al. [8,9]introduced an ultrasonic NDE parameter
called the "stress wave factor" (SWF). Separate transmitting and receiving
transducersare coupled to the same face of the test structure, which is
called the SWF configuration. An input pulse having a broadband frequency
spectrum is applied to the transmitting transducer and the number of
oscillations(orsome modificationsthereof[I0])in the output signalat the
receivingtransducerexceeding a preselectedvoltagethresholdis defined as
the SWF. The SWF is also valid for the analysis of the output signals with
overlapping echoes.
The SWF analysis has shown encouraging results in several NDE
applications[8- 11], and itsuse in new applicationsis currentlyunder study
[11].
The stress wave transmission characteristicsof an isotropicelastic
plate through which the transmittingand receivingtransducerscommunicate in
the SWF configurationare studiedin [12]and [13].The analysisof SWF output
signals in the frequency domain is given in [14]. From the analyses in [12-
14], the followingcan be statedfor the SWF signal.
1.. The SWF signal is the superpositionof signals due to stress wave
fieldswhich multiplyreflectbetween the top and bottom faces of the
structure,simply reflections.Each reflectioncomes from a different
direction and travelsa differenttotalray path length. Reflections
may be observed separatelyif the plate is sufficientlythick, or
they may overlap.
2. More advanced signal processing techniques [lq] are needed for the
analysis of the output, especially if the reflections are overlapped.
However, more information can be obtained by analyzing only one
output.
3. The output contains information about a larger volume of the plate as
compared with the conventional techniques, and there is flexibility
in specifying the testing region via changing the distance between
the transmitting and receiving transducers.
q. The output is affected by the wave transmission properties of the
plate in the direction parallel to its faces, the direction in which
plates are loaded in many structures.
5. UT by utilizingthe SWF configuration does not require access to both
sides of the test structure.
6. If the thickness of the structure is less than the near field
distance [12, 131 (which depends on the transmitting transducer
radius and the signal wavelength) the measurements in the
conventional pulse- echo and through- transmission techniques must be
made in the near field, or the transmitting transducer and the plate
may have to be located apart from each other in a fluid tank.
However, in the S%/F configuartionit may be possibleto get
information in the far field although the plate is thin, because
there may be multiplereflections which travel a total ray path
length greater than the far field distance [13]. The measurements in
the far fieldare outside the interferenceregionand, therefore,may
be interpreted more easily.
The SWF has been generallyused to characterizemicrostructuraldefect
state ofmaterialsr8- tl_.In thisstudythe experimental5_/Foutputsignals
generatedin platescontainingcracksperpendicularto itsfacesare analyzed
using the signalprocessingtechniquesdiscussedin [14].The effectsof the
existence,lateralocationand depth of the crack on the output signal
characteristicsare studiedin the frequencydomain.
2. EXPERIMENTS
The experimental system used in this study is characterized in [15] by
coupling the transmitting and receiving transducers face- to- face, without a
test specimen in between. The experimental system behaves as a linear- phase
bandpass filter in the frequency range 0.6 to 2.3 HHz.
A schematic of the SWF configurationshowing the experimentalgeometry
is given in Fig. 1. The pIate has a thickness h and its sides are far from the
transducersso that reflectionsfrom the sides do not occur during the period
of observation. The transducers have a radius a and are locatedon the top
face of the plate at a distance _ apart. The crack has a depth d which is
perpendicular to the plate faces. It is open to the bottom face of the plate
throughout the depth (intothe plane of the sketch) of the plate. It is
located at a distance _ from the middle axis between the transducers,where
c
is positive if the crack is located on the receiving transducer side of thec
middle axis as in Fig. 1.
The plates (25 cmx 25 cm x h) used in the experiments are made of 6061-
T6 aluminum with longitudinal (P) and shear (S) wave velocities of 0.632 and
0.313 cml_sec, respectively. The thicknesses of the plates and the depths of
the cracks considered are listed in Table 1. All the cracks have a width of
0.05 cm. The codes assigned for specimens and some dimensionlessquantities
associated with the geometry of specimens and the P wavelengths >,1
corresponding to several frequencies f are also given in Table 1.
The transducers (Panametrics model V105) have a radius a of 1.125 cm,
and the distancebetween the transduceraxes _ is 6 cm in all experiments.For
specimens with nonzero crack depth, the locationof the crack _ is changed
c
from -4 to 4 cm with in increments of 0.5 cm.
The time history of the input signal is shown in Fig. 2. It has a -d dB
frequency band of 0.4 to 3 HHz. The signal in Fig. 2 and all the time domain
signals in the subsequent figures are discrete_ their sampling period being
0.05 _sec (sampling frequency 20 MHz). The discrete points are connected by
linear interpolation.
The input signal in Fig. 2 is the same in all experiments except for
specimens with h=IO cm (C0, CI, C2). For specimens with h=10 cm the input has
the same waveform but scaled by approximately 0.3 compared with the input
signal in Fig. 2.
3. PROCESSING OF S%]F OUTPUT SIGNALS
Typical SWF output signalsfor some cases are shown in Figs. 3- 5. As in
[13], the reflection which is generated by the stress wave fields which travel
p times as a P wave and s times as an S wave through the plate while
reflecting back and forth between the bottom and top faces of the plateis
designatedas the reflectionwith p,s. The time delays for some possible
reflections are calculated using the formulae given in [123 and [13], which
are derived by considering the multiply reflected rays constructed
geometrically according to Shell'slaw; these are indicatedabove the output
signalsin Figs. 3, 4 and 5 with the values of p and s.
As observed from Fig. 3, the reflectionsin the output signals for
specimens A0 and AI (withh=Z.4 era)are not overlappedsignificantly.This
nonoverlappingease existsbecause the thicknessof the plateis sufficiently
large that the difference between the time delays for the successive
significantreflectionsis adequately large. On the other hand, the
reflectionsin the output signalsfor specimens B{]and BI (withh=1.25 cm) are
overlapped as observed from Fig. 4. Also, the outputsignalsshown in Fig.5
for specimens CO and CZ (withh=10 cm) contain nonoverlappingreflections.
The digitalsignalprocessing techniques applied to S%/F signals to
obtain information in the frequency domain on individualreflectionsare
discussedin [14].Short- time portionsof the S%IFsignalsare considered. If
significantreflectionsin a S%]Fsignalare not overlapped,the short- time
Fourieranalysisis used. The data window, which definesthe short- time S%/F
signal,includesonly an individualreflectionand completelyexcludesallthe
other reflections.Then, by calculatingthe fastFouriertransform(FFT) of
8the short- time SWF signal, the magnitude spectrum of the individual
reflectionis found directly.
If reflections in a SWF signal are overlapped, the short- time
homomorphic analysis,which is also calledthe short- time cepstrum analysis,
is used. The inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of the logarithmic
magnitude spectrum (logspectrum)of a time domain signal is called the
cepstrum. The cepstrum is again a time domain signaland is symmetric about
zero. In order to find an estimateof the magnitude spectrum of an individual
reflection, the cepstrum of the short- time SWF signal is multiplied by a
cepstrum window which covers the low- time portionof the cepstrum. Then the
FFT and e_ponentiation operations are applied to the windowed cepstrum0
resultingin the estimate to the magnitude spectrum of the individual
reflection. For the analysis to be valid,the data window and the cepstrum
window must be specifiedappropriately,the conditionsfor which are discussed
in [14] in detail.
The types of the methods of analysis and the specifications of the data
windows for finding the magnitude spectra of,some reflectionswith only P
waves (s=0)are given in Table 2 for specimens A0, B0, CO (with dr0). The
reflections consideredfor each specimen are specified by the values of p. The
ray angles, total ray path lengths, and time delays for the reflections are
calculatedusing the formulaegiven in [12]and [13].These are also indicated
in Table 2. The cepstrum window used in the short- time homomorphic analysis
is a Hamming window with an intervalof -1.25 to 1.25 _sec.
For any other specimen having the same plate thickness as any of the
specimen A0 or 80 or CO the correspondingsame conditionsgiven in Table 2 are
considered.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION._
The characteristics of a log spectrum such as the peak frequency f ;P
lower and upper frequencies of -3 dB frequency band fi and f2' respectively;
lower and upper frequencies of -6 dB frequency band f3 and f4' respectively;
average resonant frequency fc; peak log magnitude Y ; log magnitude at averageP
frequency Y ; and average log magnitude over - 3 dB frequency bandresonant c
(simplythe averagelogmagnitude)Y are definedin Fig.6 on a hypotheticala
log spectrum.
The values of the average log magnitude and the average resonant
frequency for a particular reflection in a specimen without a crack are
denoted by [Y ] and [f ] ;'respectively; and these are listed in Table 3 for
a o co
different reflections in specimens A0, B0, and CO. The statistical behaviors
of [Y ] and [f ]o which are evaluated from three sets of repeateda o c
experiments, each are also given in Table 3. Notice that the frequencies
considered in Table 1 cover the range of frequencies that appears in Table 3.
How the existence, lateral location, and depth of the cracks in
specimenswithh=2.4 cm (A0,AI, A2, and A3)affectthe averagelog magnitude
Y of the log spectra of the reflectionsconsideredisstudiedin Fig.7a
Figs.7 (a),7 (b), and 7 (c) show the behavior of Y -[Y ] for the
a a o
reflectionswith p=8, I0, and 12, respectively,versus_ fordifferentd. The
c
locations of the transducers and the middle axis are indicated in the figures.
The data points at the beginning and the end of the abscissa (location of
crackaxis)in the figurescorrespondto the specimenwithoutcrack(A0).They
are generated from separate experiments "under identical experimental"
conditions.For the data pointat the beginningof the abscissa,Y -[Y ] is
a a o
I0
exactlyzero For the data point at the end of the abscissa, Y -[Y ] is• a a o
approximatelyzero•
If there were no crack in the specimens with h=Z.4 cm then allof the
specimens would be identicaland Y -[Y ] would be approximatelyzero within aa a o
thresholdvalue for allthe data pointsin Figs. 7 (a),7(b)and 7 (c). The
value of the thresholdlimitdepends on the repeatibilityof the experiments
"under identicalexperimental"conditions.This value can be estimated using
the standard deviationvalues for [Y ] given in Table 3. Thus, the changes in
a o
Y -[Y ] above the thresholdlimitin Figs. 7 (a),7(b)and 7 (c)are due to
a a o
the the the existenceof cracks.
There are severalobservationswhich can be made from Figs. 7 (a), ?
(b),and 7 (c).
I. The change in Y -[Y ] versus _ is approximatelysymmetric about the
a a o c
middle axis.
2. Y -[Y ] is negative if the crack is locatedbetween the transducer
a a o
aKes; that is, if |_ { < 3 where [ I denotes the "magnitude of". On
c
the other hand, Y -£Y ] "is generallypositive"when I_ I ) 3.
a a 0 C
3. The magnitude of the negative values of Y -[Y ] is increasingfor
a a o
increasingcrack depth d in the region where I_ I <_2. The average ofc
the data points in the region with I_ I _<2 for a particularc
reflection(p)and a particularcrack depth (d)is calledthe average
dB drop and it is denoted by [Y ] -[Y ] .am ao
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4. The average dB drop versus 100 dlh is shown in Fig. ? (d) for the
different reflections (with pc8, 10, and 12) considered in specimens
with h=2.4 cm. It is observed that the average dB drop for a
particular d/h is approximately the same for each reflection
considered.
Fig. 8 shows how a particularreflection(withpc4, s=0) interactswith
a crack. It is shown in £13] that a receivingpoint in the far field observes
the stress wave fieldfor a particularreflectionas a plane wave propagating
and multiplyreflectingin the directions specified by the ray which is
constructed geometrically between the receivingpointand the center of the
transmittingtransducerusing Snell'slaw for that particularreflection.Such
a multiplyreflectedray is constructedin Fig. 8 (a).
In order to observe the scatteringeffectof the crack more clearly,
consider the hypothetical multi- layered half- space shown in Fig. 8 (b),
which is introducedin [13].It is assumed that the successive back and forth
reflections at the bottom and top faces of the originalplate take place as
transmissionsthrough the boundariesof layers.The layersare assumed to be
bonded togetherin a hypotheticalway such that an incidentwave in one layer
produces no reflectedwaves but produces transmittedwaves in the next layer
with the transmission coefficientsthat are the same as the reflection
coefficientsas if the incident wave reflects at a stress- free plane
boundary. In this description,the top layer can be thought of as the original
layer and each subsequent layer can be thought of as the image of the layer
immediatelyabove it. The ray correspondingto the multiplyreflected ray in
Fig. 8 (a)is depicted in Fig. 8 (b).Notice that the images of the crack also
appear in the image layers in Fig. 8 (b).
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The description in Fig. 8 (b) then suggests that a reflection with a
particularvalue of p and s "sees" the (p+s)/2cracks which are twice the size
of the original crack. If the cracks are located between the transducer axes
as in Fig. 8 (b), they direct some of the incident energy away from the
receiving transducer, which may cause a drop in the energy of the waves
arriving at the receiving transducer, as compared with the no- crack case. If
the cracks are not located between or on the transduceraxes, they directsome
of the incident energy toward the receiving transducer; energy which would
otherwise not reach the receiving transducer if there were no cracks. This may
cause an increase in the energy of the waves arriving at the receiving
transducer.
As the location of a crack changes, scattered field from the crack
changes and thus the field observed at the receiving transducer changes. For
the crack sizes,locationof transducersand frequenciesconsidered in plates
with h=Z.4l cm, these changes do not affectthe conditionthat the largerthe
crack the larger the drop in Y -[Y 1o observed in Figs. 7 {a), 7 (b), and 7a a
(c).
The reflections with larger p (s=0) are affected by the crack with
larger times as discussed above. On the other hand, for increasing p the angle
between the propagation direction and crack becomes smaller, which decreases
effect of the crack on the wave. This explainsqualitativelywhy allthe
reflectionsundergo approximatelythe same average dB drop for a particular
d/h, as seen in Fig. 7 (d).
The analysis for specimens with h=2.4 cm in Fig. 7 is repeated for
specimens with h=l.Z5 cm (BO, B1, BZ, and B2) and with h=10 cm (CO, C1, and
C2) in Figs. 9 and t0, respectively.The data for the average dB drop versus
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100 d/h for different groups of specimens in Figs. ? (d), 9(d), and 10 (d) are
superposed in Fig. II. The line which is fitted to the superposed data by
using least- squares criterion [16] is also shown.
Each data point in Fig. 11 satisfiesthe following condition :
d
100 - -7 {[Y ] -[Y ] ] + Error (1)h am ao
where -7 is the slope of the correlationline in Fig. II.
The error values in eqn. (I)for the data points in Fig. II are given in
Table 4. The absolutevalue of the error is less than I0 in most cases,
however it reaches a maximum value of 14.9.
How the existence, lateral location and depth of the cracks affect the
peak log magnitudes Y and the log magnitudes at average resonant frequenciesP
Y are also studied. The same results shown in Figs. 7 and Figs 9- 11 areC
obtained, but they are not repeated here.
The effect of cracks on the average resonant frequencies f is studied
c
for the same reflectionsconsideredfor the specimenswithh=2.4 cm. The
resultsare shown inFig.12. Again,the change in f -If] versus _ isC C O C
symmetric aboutthe middleaxis.Here the change in f -If] islargerifthec c o
crackislocatednear (either)one of the transduceraxes.However, there is
no simple interpretation in terms of correlating the change in f -[f ] to
c c o
the crack depths.
Similar results are obtained for other groups of specimens with h=1.25
cm and h=10 cm. Againno simplecorrelationbetweenf -If] and the crack
c c o
depthsare observed.
Similar results are also obtained for the peak frequencies f ; lower andP
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upper frequenciesof -3 dB frequency band fl and f2' respectively;and lower
and upper frequenciesof -6 dB frequency band f3 and f4' respectively.Again
no simple correlation to the crack depths can be stated at this point. The
effect of a crack on all these characteristicsare under current
investigation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The stress wave factor (St/F) signal, which is the output of an
ultrasonic testing (UT) system where the transmitting and receiving
transducers are coupled to the same face of the test structure, was analyzed
for the nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of plates containing perpendicular
edge cracks. The transducers were located at the top face of the plate. The
crack was open to the bottom face throughout the depth of the plate.
The effects of the existence, lateral location and depth of the crack on
the log spectra of individual reflections in the S%/F signal were studied. If
the reflections in the S%/F signal were not overlapped, the short- time Fourier
analysis was applied to obtain the log spectra of the individual reflections.
If the reflections were overlapped, the short- time homomorphic analysis
(cepstrum analysis) was applied.
Aluminum plates with thicknesses h=1.25, 2.4, and I0 am were used.
Cracks with I00 d/h= 25, 50, and 75 in plates with h=l.2Z and 2.4 cm, where d
was the crack depth, and cracks with I00 d/h= 6 and 12 in plates with h=10 cm
were considered. The transducers which had a radius of 1.125 am were located 6
cm apart.
Plates with h=1.25 cm contained overlapping reflections and plates with
h=2.4 and I0 cm contained nonoverlapping reflections. The log spectra of
several reflections which had average resonant frequencies approximately at
0.9, 1.3, and 1.7 MHz were analyzed. It was observed that the average log
magnitudes of the log spectra decreased more with increasing d/h if the crack
was located between the transducers. The average decrease in average log
magnitudes for different crack locations between the transducers was called
16
the averagedR drop.
It was observed that the average dB drop versus 100 dlh was
approximatelylinear.Also,the linearitywas approximatelythe same foreach
reflectionand each groupofplateswith the differenthicknessesconsidered.
By usingthe least-squarescriterion,the slopeof the correlationline for
allthe datawas found tobe I dR per 0.07d/h.
Changesin the averageresonantfrequenciesofthe logspectrawere also
observeddue to the e_istenceofa crackand to changesin the locationof the
crack. However, no simplecorrelationbetweenthe averageresonantfrequency
and crackdepthcouldbe statedat thispoint.
This studyprovidesa quantitativeanalysis of the effectsof the
existence,laterallocationand depth of a perpendicularcrackon the S%/F
signalinplates.The analysishouldbe eKtendedfor cracks with different
orientationsand shapes and for differentfrequency ranges. Scattering
theorieshouldalsobe utilizedto developmore quantitativeanalyses.
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TABLE i Geometrical Prooerties of Specimens _ncl Some Associated
Dimensionless Qu&ntities.
For f=0.9 HHz For L.-._ 3 HHz For f=i.7 HHz
Soecimencodeh (cm) d (cm) d _,1.--0.70 cm) (_ =0.70 cm) C_,1=0.37 _.m)
h d h d h dh
A0 0 0 0 0 0
A1 2.4 0.6 0.2S 3.4 0 9 4.9 1.2 6.S 1.6
A2 1.2 0.50 1 7 2.4 3.2
A3 1.8 0.75 2 6 3.7 4.9
BO 0 0 0 0 0
_1 I .2S 0.31 0.25 t.8 0.4 2.6 0.6 3.4 0.8
BE 0.62 0._0 0.9 t.2 I .7
113 0.93 0.7S 1.3 1.9 2.5
C0 0 0 0 0 0
C1 10 0.6 0.06 14.3 0.9 20.4 1.2 27 I..6
C2 _.2 0.12 1.7 2.4 3.2
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"/ABLE 2 Methods of knalvsis and Specifications of Data Windows to Find
Magnitude 5oectra of Reflections _/ith Onlv P _aves; and Ray Anales,
Total Hay Path Langths, and Time Delays of Reflections in Some
Specimens.
Data _/indow
Soecimen Reflection Ray Total Ray Time
Code (Value of o) Type Interval (l_sec)
" Angle Path Length Delay
From To (Dearee) (cm) (_ sec)
9 31.8 35.3 17.35 20.12 31.83
A0 l0 STF a 39.1 47..6 14.04 24.74 39.14
12 46.5 SO 11.77 29 42 46.55
12 16.95 34.95 21.80 16.16 25.56
B0 18 STH b 28.45 46.45 '.4.93 23.29 36.85
22 35.95 53.95 12.31 28.15 44.54
2 31.5 39 16.70 20.88 33.04
CO 4 STF a 62 69.5 8.53 40.45 64. oo
6 93 100 .,5 5.71 60.30 95.41
a 5TF : Short-time Fourier analysis (Sl2-point FFT is used.)
b STH : Short-time homomorphic analysis (512-point FFT and IFFT are used
in the process. The cepstrum window used in the process is a
Hamming window having a duration from -1.25 to 1.25 J_sec.)
TABLE 3 Values of f and H (f) for Some Reflections in Specimens
O O O
Without Crack and their Statistical Behaviozs.
i
Heart Value Standard Ilear, Value Standard
St_ecimen Reflection f H (f) of f
o o o o Deviation of H (f) DeviationO O
(Value of p) (Hllz) (dB) (Hltz) in f (dB) in H (f)
O O O
_ (blllz) (dB)
8 1 8 32 0.95 0.034 8.54 0.18
AO 10 1.19 9.33 1.16 0.018 9.87 0.39
12 1 49 7.38 1.47 0.015 8.23 0.62p,
IZ 0.97 -1.13 0.96 0.010 -1.24 0.85
B0 18 1.38 -2.14 1.37 0 014 -2.03 0.16
22 l 41 -4.36 1.40 0 018 -4.38 0.35
2 0.88 6.64 0.86 0.014 6 68 0.04
CO 4 I. 37 16.09 I. 36 O. 006 16. O? O. 08
6 i. 68 14.01 I. 65 O.OZl 14.33 0.26
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TABLE 4 VaIues of Error in Ean. (1) _or Data Points in Fia _1.
Group of d Reflec_ion Value of Error
Specimens -- (Value of p) in Ean. (1)
h (percent)
8 -0.6
O. 25 10 -7.1
AO, A1. 12 -7 5
8 -6.3
0._0 10 -6.3
A2. A3 12 -11.8
8 4.4
o .7_ 10 14.6
12 5.7
I. 1Z -5.4
0.25 18 0 4
BO, H1. 22 3.1
i
12 -6
0.50 15 5
B2, B3 22 14 9
i
12 -3.2
O.7_ 18 -6.8
22 -4.1
2 0.4
CO, C1, 0.06 4 4.8
6 _.7
C2 2 2.6
0.12 4 7.3
6 2 6
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f : Peak freauencyD
f l : Lower freaueney of -3 dB frenuency band
52 : Upper freauenc¥ of -3 dB frequency band
f3 : Lower freauency of -6 dB freauency band
f4 : Upper freouency of -_; dE freauency bxnd
fc,,(fl+f2)12 : Average resonant freauency
M : Peak magnitudeP
M : Hxgnitude at average resonant freouency
€
M : Aver&.qe magnitude over -3 dB frequency banda
Fiq. 6 Definitions of parameters on hypothetical magnitude s!=ectrum.
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